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Tewinezẽ i built it.'
*In this article, Lycian inscriptions are transliterated according to the standard transliteration. Line breaks are indicated by |. In syn tactic analyses neither line breaks nor word dividers (:) are indicated. TL stands for texts published by Ernst Kalinka, Tituli Lyciae, lingua lycia conscripti, Tituli Asiae Minoris 1, (Vienna, 1901) , and N for texts published by Günter Neumann, Neufunde lykischer Inschriften seit 1901 (Wien, 1979) .
1 Craig Melchert, A Dictionary of the Lycian Language (Ann Arbor, 2004), 19-20. 2 With =ene as a graphic variant, according to the principle that before -n-the graphemes <e> and <ẽ > vary freely; see Alwin Kloek horst, "Studies in Lycian and Carian Phonology and Morphology," Kadmos 47 (2008), 121. 3 For the fact that instead of mẽ ti we also find meti, which must be regarded as a denasalized variant of mẽ ti, see Andrew Garrett, "Topics in Lycian Syntax," Historische Sprachforschung 105 (1992): 202-203. 4 For the translation of ebẽ ñnẽ as 'belonging to this (monument)' or 'appertaining,' see Kloekhorst, "Studies in Lycian," 132-37.
TL 11 ebẽ ñnẽ prñnawã : m=ẽ=ti prñnawatẽ : ddapssm ma
'The building belonging to this (monument), Ddapssm ma built it. ' =ẽ ne: These formulae are characterized by leftdislocation of the objects ebẽ ñnẽ χupã and ebẽ ñnẽ prñnawã, followed by the sentenceinitial particle me to which the resumptive clitic pronouns are attached.
There are some problems regarding this interpre tation. Apart from the fact that it is a priori quite awkward to assume that the acc.sg.c. of the enclitic pronoun has two different forms (=ẽ and =ẽ ne) having the same function and meaning without any distribu tion (be it semantic, phonological, or chronological), in this case the variation between the two alleged al lomorphs is not as free as usually stated. When the ele ment =ti-which is commonly regarded as a reflexive particle-is used in the formula as well, we only find =ẽ and never =ẽ ne. When the element =ti is not used, we only find =ẽ ne and never =ẽ .
Thus, the formula only shows these two forms:
ebẽ ñnẽ χupã mẽ ti prñnawatẽ PN ebẽ ñnẽ χupã mẽ ne prñnawatẽ PN but never these two forms:
**ebẽ ñnẽ χupã mẽ prñnawatẽ PN **ebẽ ñnẽ χupã mẽ neti prñnawatẽ PN This distribution requires an explanation, 5 and in the following I will therefore look more closely into the use of the particle chains mẽ ti and mẽ ne.
mẽti
The particle chain mẽ ti is usually morphologically ana lyzed as consisting of the conjunction me followed by the acc.sg.c. enclitic pronoun =ẽ and a reflexive parti cle =ti 'for himself ' (vel sim.) . First, it should be noted that the citation of acc.sg.c. =ẽ is not fully correct. In TL 126, prddewãti : prñnawa[te] , which Melchert 6 analyzes as the sentenceinitial chain prddewa (nom. sg.c.) + =˜ (acc.sg.c.) + =ti (reflexive) and which, ac cording to this analysis, should be translated 'Prddewa built it for himself,' we see that the acc.sg.c. enclitic pronoun is not =ẽ , but rather, it consists only of the nasalization. It may therefore be better to analyze mẽ ti, which phonologically stands for /me n ti/, 7 on a morphological level as |me=n=ti|. (Leiden, 1961) , 18-19, states that the variant =ẽ ne represents an original *=en plus a propvowel -e, "since without it the final n would be discarded after a vowel" (followed by Melchert, Dictionary of the Lycian Language, 200). This would then explain why the prop vowel is not found in mẽ ti, since here the element =ẽ is not found in final position. Apart from the fact that a final -n would not be discarded after a wordfinal -e (which would just yield nasalization, -ẽ ), we do find cases of the variant =ẽ in final position; for example, in TL 52 ebẽ ñ[n]ẽ : χupã : mẽ n(e)=adẽ : krehẽ nube : sẽ pijetẽ wazijeje | se(j)=ẽ ni 'The appertaining tomb, Krehẽ nube made it, and gave it to Wazije and (his) mother,' the =ẽ in s=ẽ is wordfinal but is never theless not followed by a propvowel.
6 Melchert, Dictionary of the Lycian Language, 19. 7 Cf. Kloekhorst, "Studies in Lycian" for a treatment of the pho nology of Lycian. 8 In n. 21 we will come across a form upazijẽ ne, which will be analyzed as upazi + acc.sg.c. |=en| + =e, showing a form |=en|. I regard this as a later variant of original |=n|, probably on the analogy of the enclitic nom.sg.c. |=e| and nom.acc.sg.n. |=ede|.
The element =ti is usually interpreted as a reflex ive particle, compared etymologically with Luw. =di (refl.) and Hitt. =z (refl.) . [h] bi : se tide|imi 'The tomb belonging to this (monu ment), Apñnãtama built it for his wife and children,' the building of the tomb was not selfbeneficial (it was built for Apñnãtama's wife and children, but not for himself), but still we find the element =ti. On the contrary, in TL 37 ebẽ ñnẽ : χu|pã : mẽ ne pr|ñnawatẽ : me|de : epñnẽ ni | ehbi : hm prã|ma : se(j)=atli 'The tomb belonging to this (monument), Mede built it for his younger brother Hmm prãma and for himself,' where the building clearly was selfbeneficial, we do not find =ti. One could perhaps argue that although =ti historically was a reflexive, it lost its semantic value and has become fully grammaticalized. If this were the case, I would expect to find =ti with every example of the verbs that use it. As we have seen, this is not what we find: the verb prñnawa-can be used with or without =ti with no detectable difference in meaning.
I therefore see no semantic or grammatical reasons to interpret the element =ti as a reflexive. This view was also advocated by Borchhardt et al., who state that they find it better to interpret =ti here as the nom.sg.c. of the relative pronoun ti-< *k w i-'who.' 10 A sentence like TL 48 ebẽ ñnẽ : χupã : mẽ ti : prñ|nawatẽ : padrãma should then be translated as: 'The tomb belonging to this (monument), (the one) who built it (is) Pa drãma.' According to Borchhardt et al., the reason for using this construction is "Hervorhebung des Sub jektsworts, das den Graberbauer bezeichnet, durch die Einbettung in eine Relativsatzkonstruktion."
This interpretation seems fully convincing to me. It is interesting to see that if we apply this idea to a syntactical analysis of these sentences, we arrive at the structure shown in figure 1. It seems that mẽ ti prñnawatẽ must be regarded as the core sentence, and not only has the object of the sentence been left dislocated and is referred to by an enclitic pronoun, but also, the subject of the sentence has been dislo cated out of the sentence, namely to the right of it, 10 Jürgen Borchhardt et al., "Archäologischsprachwissenschaftli ches Corpus der Denkmäler mit lykischer Schrift," Anzeiger der philosophisch-historischen Klasse 134.2 (1997-99) , 62-63. They even go so far as to state that all cases where =ti has been interpreted as a reflexive should instead be regarded as containing the relative pro noun ti-, "wonach das anatolische Reflexivum im Lykischen völlig unbelegt bleibt: es könnte sogar überhaupt ausgestorben sein." and is referred to by a relative pronoun. Literally, the sentence can now be translated: ' The appertaining tomb, well, it, (the one) who built it, 11 (is) Padrãma.'
It is interesting to note that this structure dif fers from normal preposed relative clauses 12 like the one found in TL 102 ( fig. 2) , where the resumptive clause is introduced by the conjunction me to which the nom.pl.c. form 13 of the enclitic pronoun =e-is at tached. Similarly in TL 56 ( fig. 3 ), where we find me to which the acc.sg.c. form of the enclitic pronoun is attached. As will be explained in detail below, the par ticle chain mene in fact consists of the conjunction me 11 The translation 'it' is used to render the verb's nasalization, prñnawatẽ , for which Andrew Garrett ("The Lycian Nasalized Pret erite," Münchner Studien zur Sprachwissenschaft 52 [1991], 15-26) showed that it historically must be identical with the acc.sg.c. en clitic pronoun |=n|.
12 Cf. especially Roberto Gusmani, "Zur Frage des lykischen Relativpronomen," Indogermanische Forschungen 67 (1962) and Andrew Garrett, "Relative Clause Syntax in Lycian and Hittite," Die Sprache 36 (1994) for relative clauses in Lycian. 13 Cf. the treatment of TL 6 below for the existence of nom. pl.c. =e. The difference between the two constructions is that in the latter two examples, (in the constructions where the resumptive clause contains the conjunction me), the relative clause is indeterminate, which means the relative pronoun can be translated as 'who(ever),' whereas in the former example (the construction where the resumptive clause does not contain any conjunction), the relative clause is determinate, which means the relative pronoun can be translated as '(the one) who. ' Because of the absence of a sentence conjunction in the construction mẽ ti prñnawatẽ padrãma '(the one) who built it is Padrãma,' we are effectively dealing with an embedded relative clause, and the relative clause mẽ ti prñnawatẽ can be interpreted as functioning as the subject of the (nominal) sentence X . . . padrãma 'X is Padrãma'.
14 Constructions of this pattern, 'The one who X is Y,' are also called pseudoclefts, which constitute a variant of clefts ('It is X who Y'), which we will see below as well.
mẽne
The particle chain mẽ ne is usually interpreted as consisting of the conjunction me followed by the acc. sg.c. enclitic pronoun =ẽ ne, the longer variant of =ẽ . As mentioned above, it is unlikely that one grammatical form has two formal variants, and I therefore propose a new analysis. The word mẽ ne should be phonologi cally interpreted as /mene/. In view of the fact that mẽ ti is morphologically analyzed as |me=n=ti|, I would then morphologically analyze mẽ ne as |me=n=e|, containing the enclitic pronoun |=n| and an element |=e|. Since the chains |me=n=ti| and |me=n=e| occur in similar formulae, the elements |=ti| and |=e| must be grammatically and functionally equivalent.
As we have seen, sentences containing mẽ ti must in my view be analyzed as shown in figure 4. If we apply this analysis to sentences that use mẽ ne, we arrive at the scheme shown in figure 5. It seems to me that in these sentences we are also dealing with two dislo cations, namely leftdislocation of the object, which is referred to by the resumptive pronoun |=n|, and rightdislocation of the subject, in this case Xakbija, which is proleptically referred to by the element |=e|. In my view, the element |=e| must be identified as the nom.sg.c. form of the enclitic personal pronoun =e-. This nom.sg.c. form, =e, is also attested in TL 100 ebe χupa m=e tibeija 'This grave, it is Tibeian.' 16 It is true that the personal pronoun =e-usually has a resumptive function, referring back to someone or something al ready mentioned (as |=n| refers back to ebeñnẽ χupã), but a proleptic use of it is known as well. 17 'The appertaining tomb, well, it, he built it, (namely) Xakbija. ' I am aware that the use of an enclitic pronoun to express the subject of a transitive verb is systemati cally absent in the other Anatolian languages 18 , but this does not necessarily mean that this should be the case in Lycian as well. The syntactic rules regarding sentenceinitial particles and enclitic pronouns are lan guage specific, and each language may show its own innovations visàvis the inherited ProtoAnatolian syntactic system.
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Function
The question now arises: Why do these two construc tions exist? I think the answer lies in different ways of emphasizing. The neutral variant of the formula 'X built Y' can be found in TL 40a = TL 40b: -wa-ar-na-at-ta-ru=wa-r=a-at | ḫu-u-ma-an-da u[dd]a-a-ar ḫu-ur-da-a-uš-š=a 19 As we saw in footnote 17, the proleptic use of enclitic pro nouns is not original in Hittite, but arose due to the influence of other languages (Sideltsev, "Proleptic Pronouns"), and we therefore may assume that it was not original in ProtoAnatolian either. Nev ertheless, Luwian and Lycian both demonstrate this proleptic use, and this must therefore be regarded as a Luwic innovation visàvis ProtoAnatolian (whether this innovation was triggered by foreign language influence as well is not important in this case). Note that this is a cleft construction, that is, it contains the pattern 'It is X who Y.' Therewith it differs from normal postposed relative sentences, where the rela tive pronoun ti follows the verb.
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Since the inscriptions are inscribed onto the grave monuments to which the χupa-s, prñnawa-s, etc. be long, it is logical that these are usually emphasized. This is done by dislocating these words, the objects of the sentences, to the left, using a construction with 
Conclusion
As we have seen, the particle chains mẽ ne and mẽ ti as found in the wellknown formulae ebẽ ñnẽ χupã mẽ ne prñnawatẽ PN and ebẽ ñnẽ χupã mẽ ti prñnawatẽ PN cannot be regarded as functionally identical, the for mer consisting of me and the "long" acc.sg.c. enclitic pronoun =ẽ ne and the latter consisting of me and the "short" acc.sg.c. enclitic pronoun =ẽ , to which the optional reflexive particle =ti is attached. Instead, mẽ ne must be morphologically analyzed as |me=n=e|, where the acc.sg.c. enclitic pronoun |=n| resumptively refers to the leftdislocated object (ebẽ ñnẽ χupã) and the nom.sg.c. enclitic pronoun |=e| proleptically refers to the rightdislocated subject (PN). The chain mẽ ti must be morphologically analyzed as |me=n=ti|, where the acc.sg.c. enclitic pronoun |=n| resumptively refers to the leftdislocated object (ebẽ ñnẽ χupã) and the nom.sg.c. relative pronoun |=ti| refers to the right dislocated subject (PN). The sentences with mẽ ne must be regarded as semantically neutral (apart from the fact that the object has been topicalized), whereas the sentences with mẽ ti must be regarded as sentences in which, apart from the topicalization of the object (namely the grave monument that has been built), the subject (namely the builder of the grave monument) is emphasized as well by embedding it into a relative sentence.
Excursus 1. mẽne (and sẽne) in other contexts
The element =e that we now have identified in the sequence mẽ ne does not only proleptically refer to singular subjects, but in TL 6 also to a plural subject (note the use of 3pl. prñnawãtẽ ); see fig. 6 . More over, we find the sequence mẽ ne, as well as sẽ ne, also in contexts other than the opening formula of the funerary inscriptions. In most of these, an analysis as me or se + acc.sg.c. =n + nom.sg.c. or nom.pl.c. =e works perfectly as well, for instance in the cursing formulae shown in figure 7 . We see that in all these inscriptions the deities or institutions that will perform the destroying or striking are rightdislocated and pro leptically referred to by the enclitic pronoun =e.
There is a group of inscriptions, however, where in the cursing formula the enclitic nom.sg.c./nom.pl.c. =e seems to be superfluous because the subject does not seem to be rightdislocated. Consider for instance:
mẽ ne itlehi qañt[i] trm mili h[u]we[dri]
'. . . , him, all the Lycian league will destroy.'
The word itlehi 'league' precedes the verb qãñt[i] 'will destroy,' and therewith does not seem to be rightdis located, which would make the presence of the enclitic pronoun =e in mẽ ne superfluous and therewith could be used as an argument against my interpretation of mẽ ne as |me=n=e|. Yet, it is remarkable that itlehi is only the first member of the word group itlehi trm mili huwedri 'all the Lycian league' that constitutes the subject of the verb, and that the other two words, trm mili huwedri, follow the verb. In fact, this is the case in all inscriptions where we at first seem not to be dealing with rightdislocation: Whatever be the reason underlying this remarkable fronting of only the first of the group of words that constitute the subject, it seems to me it is a phenom enon that requires a separate explanation and does not have any bearing on my interpretation of mẽ ne and sẽ ne as |Ce=n=e|.
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There is also a group of inscriptions that use mẽ ne where the =e does not seem to refer to an overtly expressed rightdislocated subject: In all these inscriptions the verb is ñtepi ta-'to place inside.' As we see, the enclitic acc.sg.c. pronoun |=n| refers to the overtly expressed objects that are to be placed inside, 25 but the enclitic pronoun =e does not have an overtly expressed counterpart. In my view, 25 In not all cases where we find this construction is an enclitic acc.sg.c. pronoun used, for example: Here we only find sẽ , which indeed contains the en clitic acc.sg.c. |=n|, referring to ebẽ ñ[n]ẽ χupã, but not the nom.sg.c. =e, since the subject is not overtly expressed in rightdislocation. In my view, the latter inscription shows the 'correct' construction, whereas in the former two, either the sene is copied after the mene of the first sentence, or it is the result of a later development due to which in every sentence that bore 'The appertaining tomb, it is Hla, the ñterubila, who built it for his wife and child, and inside it they will place Hla and (his) wife and child.' a resumptive accusative enclitic a proleptic nominative enclitic had to be used as well.
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Excursus 2. =i vs. =ije
Although this is not the place to discuss in full depth the difference between enclitic =i and =ije, I would like to make a few remarks. Melchert 27 cites the following forms: =i 1 'for/to him, her'; =i 2 'therein, thereon'; and =ije 'therein, thereon; on him/her,' stating that =i 2 and =ije are allomorphs. Neumann 28 cites =i as the dat.loc.sg. and =ije as the dat.loc.pl. of the enclitic pronoun =e-. Since the concept of allomorphy is, as we saw above as well, not fully satisfactory, Neumann's division between a singular =i and a plural =ije is at first sight attractive. Nevertheless, there are places where a singular interpretation of =ije seems obligatory, as he himself observed.
One of the seeming exceptions may be interpreted along the line of mẽ ne vs. mẽ ti, however. The sentence TL 49 ebehi : isbazi : me ! ije sijẽ ni : padrñma 29 is usu ally translated 'On the bench of this (monument), thereupon lies Padrñma.' It looks as if =ije refers to ebehi isbazi 'the bench of this (monument),' which is a singular noun in the dativelocative. This would show that =ije itself must be singular as well. A similar sentence is TL 106 ebehi χupa : meiti sijẽ ni : sbi:◊:aza 'in the tomb of this (monument), therein lies Sbi◊aza,' in which =ti is usually interpreted as a reflexive par ticle. If we now morphologically interpret meiti as |me=i=ti|, consisting of the conjunction |me|, the dat. loc.sg. enclitic pronoun |=i|, and the nom.sg.c. rela tive pronoun |=ti|, and if we morphologically interpret meije, which must phonologically represent /meie/, as |me=i=e|, consisting of |me|, the dat.loc.sg. enclitic 26 Which could then be compared to the use of =e in TL 31 and TL 133 (cf. footnote 21). 27 Melchert, Dictionary of the Lycian Language, 26-28. 28 Neumann, Glossar des Lykischen, 44. 29 Note that the inscription reads miije. Since a sequence -ii-is not found anywhere else within the Lycian corpus (except in N323, which also contains the irregular occurrences of an intervocalic -ñ-, a preconsonantal -n-, and a postconsonantal -j-, and therefore should not be taken into account) and since in similar contexts we find meije (e.g., N320, 25 meije=sitẽ ni=ti : hlm mipijata 'and which ones among the incomegifts lie therein,' see Kloekhorst, "Studies in Lycian and Carian," 130), it seems justified to me to emend miije to me ! ije.
pronoun |=i|, and the nom.sg.c. enclitic pronoun |=e|, we arrive at the interpretations in figure 8 . Again, we see that both |=e| and |=ti| proleptically refer to the rightdislocated subject. It seems to me that TL 49, the sentence containing meije, must be regarded as the semantically neutral one (apart from topicalization of ebehi isbazi) and that TL 106, the sentence containing meiti, must be regarded as placing emphasis on the name of the person lying in this grave. The question whether all instances of enclitic =ije should now be reinterpreted as =i + =e, eliminating Melchert's interpretation of =ije as an allomorph of =i and Neumann's interpretation of =ije as the plural vari ant of singular =i, can only be answered with further research on the Lycian enclitic particles.
